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NEW QUESTION: 1

Content that is saved in personal and shared folders can be
browsed by using which view?
A. Favorites
B. Home
C. Dashboard
D. New -&gt; Analysis
E. Catalog
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation
The Catalog Manager workspace enables you to view and work with
catalog objects. It displays the following folders for an open
catalog:
The shared folder- Contains content that is shared among
catalog users. This includes the preconfigured dashboards and
analyses that are distributed with prebuilt applications, and
other objects such as shared filters.
The system folder - Contains administrative elements of
Presentation Services. Some of these elements are distributed
with the product, and others are configured by you as the
administrator, such as privileges. Avoid modifying any files in
this folder. Presentation Services uses these files internally
and modifying them might cause unexpected results.
The users folder - Contains content that catalog users with the
appropriate permissions have saved to their personal folders,
such as individual analyses.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are an administrator for a company named Contoso, Ltd.
Contoso has a subscription to Office 365 for midsize business
and enterprises. Contoso has a partner company named A. Datum
Corporation. A. Datum has a subscription to Office 365 for
professionals and small business. You plan to configure
free/busy sharing between the Contoso users and the A. Datum
users. You need to ensure that all of the users at both
companies can share their free/busy information. What should
you do?
A. For A. Datum, purchase a subscription to Office 365 for
midsize business and enterprises. Set the domain type of each
domain to Hosted.
B. For Datum, purchase a subscription to Office 365 for midsize
business and enterprises. Set the domain type of each domain to
Shared.
C. For each company, create a federated trust to the Microsoft
Federation Gateway.
D. For each company, create an organizational relationship.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: (none) Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
Configure Federated Delegation in the Cloud

http://help.outlook.com/en-us/140/ff383252.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a key difference between Basic Data Loss Prevention and
Advanced Data Loss Prevention?
A. Instant visibility
B. Dynamic outbreak considerations
C. Providing content analysis
D. Ability to filter in real-time
Answer: B
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